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Spring Show

ACCOMODATIONS
HOLIDAY INN EXPRESS
ew)
110 E. Lafayette Ave.
(Just North of I-70)
(785)263-4049
$69.00 (includes Continental Breakfast)
BEST WESTERN ABILENE'S PRIDE
1709 N. Buckeye
(785)263-2800
$44.00/1 person $49.00/2 people
BEST WESTERN PRESIDENT'S INN
2210 N. Buckeye
(usedto have Sirloin Stockade)
(785)263-2050
$33.00 - $46.00
DIAMOND MOTEL
1407 N.W. Third
(785)263-2360
$26-$30/person $30-$42/2people
SUPER 8
2207 N. Buckeye
(785)263-4545
$41.40 - $45.90

BED & BREAKFASTS
BALFOURS HOUSE
940 1900 Ave.
(785)263-4262
$85.00
VICTORIAN REFLECTIONS
820 N.W. Third
(785)263-7774
$55.00 - $85.00

WITH THE MUSEUM OF INDEPENDENT
• Telephone Number: 785-263-1757
- http://www.atcaonline.com
NJ, 732-431-3514, webmaster@atcaonline.com

* NEWSLETTER *
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AGENDA

TELEPHONY

MARCH 2002

7110 A(oxum
For those who do not know, John has used one of
the original Maxum molds to make some glass mouthpieces. He has, though, added an extra minute BUMP
on the side of the mouthpiece
to protect a colector
from buying one as as original. His price on these

FRIDAY, APRIL 5
Doors Open For Set-Up
7:30 AM
Lunch Served From
11:00 AM - 1:00 PM
Dinner Served From
5:00 - 6:30 PM

mouthpieces
is only $125 each, which
halfofthe
price of an original.

q

Order one today

I
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$125 includes
shipping

is less than

John Infurna
7931 W. Flower
Phoenix, AZ 85033
623-849-4907
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Auction From
6:45 - 8:45 PM
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SATURDAY, APRIL 6
Doors Open at 8:00 AM
For Collectors & Public

8
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A. T.C.A.

SPRING
SHOW
2002
APRIL 5 & 6, 2002 • Abilene, KS
BE THERE!

FAX ALL ADS TO: 765-533-6530· MAIL ADS TO: ATCA, P.O. Box 910, New Castle, IN 47362
E-MAIL ADSTO:editor@atcaonline.com
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-----------1 MEMBER UPDATE 11----------NEW MEMBERS

JAMES HILL, No. 3939
Box 125
Buda, TX 78610
Tel: (512) 632-8166
DANNY D. MEFFORD, No. 3940
618 Roy Thomas Rd.
Bowling Green, KY 42103
Tel: (270) 781-3500
A. JULIAN RAWLS, No. 3941
2445 US 84 Hwy Easst
Cairo, GA 31728
Tel: (229) 377-3142
BRUCE McMILLAN, No. 3942
14891 Leigh Avenue
San Jose, CA 95124
Tel: (408) 371-1982
TOM FLUCK, No. 3943
P.O. Box 72773
Thorndale, PA 19372
Tel: (610) 873-1784
KEVIN YATES, No. 3944
1518 Bell Ave.
Mattoon, IL 61938
JIM TURPIN. No. 3945
P.O. Box 1124
Congress, AZ 85332
Tel; (928) 685-3573
BRIAN OAKES, No. 3946
3543A S. Parnell
Chicago, IL 60609
Tel: (312) 745-5198 (W)
DONALD G. WRIGHT, No. 3947
P.O. Box 821
234 Berweg
Helen, GA 30545
Tel: (706) 878-1333
GARY McKAY, No. 3948
247 Hodgson Dr.
ew Market, Ontario L3Y 1E3
CANADA
Tel: (905) 898-3999
JACK DESCH, No. 3949
2400 NE Kaw Valley Rd.
Topeka, KS 66617
Tel: (785) 232-9596
PAUL COURNOYER, No. 3950
Box 611
Ipswich, MA 01938-0611
Tel: (978) 356-1135
FAX: (978) 356-9935
PAUL PIETZAK, No. 3951
41 Lockwood Ave.
ew Rochelle, NY 10801
Tel: (914) 576-3622
GEORGE ANDERSON, No. 3952
33 Smith St.
Hicksville, NY 11801
Tel: (516) 938-6943
RUSSELL E. BAIER, JR .. No. 3953
15137 Jarrettsville Pike
Monkton, MD 21111

ADDRESS CHANGES
STAN BARTLES
9711 W. Desert Hills Dr.
Sun City, AZ 85351-3630
WARREN SIMMONDS
875 Donner Way #903
Salt Lake City, UT 84108
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PAUL FASSBENDER, No. 3144
14 Texas Rd.
Westford, MA 01886
Tel: (978) 692-6335
E-mail: pauif@ma.ultranet.com
WANTED
Battery compartment coverts) for Eleconcepts
K.C. Beariphone speakerphone. Measures
3··x1.2", see photo at:
www.atcaoniine.com/pictures/?id = 18457984
[] Dial -cen ter retaining
ring(s)
for
Siemens/BPO dial 0 WE758A speaker, for
black lA speakerphone (or any other color).

ED THOMPSON, No. 3440
2097 Wrights Mill Way
Atlanta, GA 30324
CRAIG SAMS
1106 Dodge St.
Bedford, IA 50833
Tel: (512) 523-2724
KEVIN WADE, No. 3075
17502 Harrell Rd.
Bigelow, AR 72016
Tel: (501) 330-2013

FROM THE OFFICE ...
Thanks to those of you who have sent your
registration forms in already! We are looking
forward to having you all here in April!
For those of you who have not been to
Abilene before. this is a small town and very
easy to find your way around. There is lots to
see and do while you are here as well.
If I can help with any questions you have,
please call or e-mail me and I will do my best
to offer assistance.
I just want to give those who will be attending the Spring Show a little more information.
The cost of the tour planned for the Ladies
Event on Friday, April 5, will be $8.00. Anyone
who would like to have dinner at the famous

OdisW. LeVrier
2677 EastValleyDrive
SanAngelo,TX 76905
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HANDSET
H3SSB

RZPPSR

CORDS - Two Conductor

"Rattlesnake", BluetRed, Pin/Pin,
Stay Cord, 38"
'Rattlesnake",
Blue/Red,
Spade/Pin,

R2SP$R

olevrier@aol.com

.

$14.00

H3SSBK'

I

"T.~;"

"",'w'

CORDS

Brown,3

H4SSB

MasterCardNisa
Checks
MoneyOrders

(915) 482-0101
(915) 655-5681 (FAX)

CO~~S'II'~'==--=

TELEPHONE

~,~~~,

RECEIVER

Brookville Hotel (family style chicken dinners),
it is a good idea to make reservations ahead
of time (785-263-2244). Hopefully by April
there will be a restaurant open at the Best
Western, where Sirloin Stockade used to be.
There is also Pizza Hut, Chinese Buffet, M&R
Grill,.Mr. K's Farmhouse (variety of homecooked meals), Kirby House (a little nicer) and fast
food.
Don't forget about the welcome party at my
house on Thursday from 5:00 - ? See last
month's newsletter for directions.
Sincerely,
Cindy Krizek
Office Manager

conductor,

CLOTH-COVERED

SpadetSpade,

Metal Restrainl5.
53"
Brown, 4 conductor,
Spade/Spade,
Melal Reseeets. 53" .. _
Black, 3 conductor,
Spade/Spade.
Metat Restraints,
53"

'L4SMBN
'l4SMBK

$8.00
. ..

..

....

Brown. 4 cooductor.
Btack. 4 conductor.
• Specify nat or round

·Ra~~~;:~~~~~

R2SSSB

"Rattlesnake".

.•.~~.~~

•.....

BlacI<JRed. Spade/Spade.
StayCord.38"
"Fat Cord". Brown. Pin/Pin. Stay Cord.
"Fat Cord". Brown, Spade/Pin.
StayCord.42·
.
"Fal Cord". Brown. SpadelSpade.
Stay Cord, 42"
Green. PltllPin. Stay Cord. 42'" .•.
Green, Spade/PVl.
Slay Cord, 42" ..
Green. SpadelSpade.
Stay Cord. 42'"
Brown. PlnlPin, Stay Cord, 42'" ...
Brown. SpadelPin.
Slay cere. 42" . .
Brown. Spade/Spade,
Stay Cord. 42"
Black, Pil"l/Pin, Stay Cord. 42" ... .
Black. SpadeIPin.
Stay Cord. 42"
Black. SpadelSp.acte.
Stay Cord. 42'
Brown. SpadelSpade.
No Stay Cords
Baker's Ooz. (13 each) ..• . . .

R2PPBF
R2SPBF
R2SSBF
R2PPG
R2SPG
R2SSG
R2PPB
R2SPB
R2SSB
R2PPBK
R2SPBK
R2SSBK
W"375

CORDAGE
2 conductor.
3 conductor.
4 conductor.

Brown
Brown
Brown

- Cloth-Covered
or Green
or Black.

~=~~::
5 conductor.

Brown

•.....

$13.50

42"

D4SSB

.

.

.

. ....

570.00

Tinsel

SO.60Jf001. $450.00
$0.75/1001. 5600.00
SO.851f001. $700.00

per 1000 feet
per 1000 feet
per 1000 feet

SO.95ffoot.

per 1000 feel

~~~.·n~t·PI~~t~~·.2.~~t

S8oo.00

•.~~~~~~~.~r5~~~::

AI cords

may

be custom

made

to any

length.

I

To

I

:.:==. ::~

._·Di

~-u

calculate the cost of a custom cord. take the basic cost listed
for the item and then add the coce per foot cost lor the
desired type 01 cord listed under the 'Cordage"
section.

H33sa,,'V

H3SSBC

$7.50
$7.50
$7.25
$7.00
$7.50
57.25
57.00
$7.50
57.25
$7.00

.

COILED

.••••••.

Brown, 3 conductor,
Spade/Spade.
Metal Restraints.
78"
. . . . . . . ..
58.SO
Brown. 4 conductor.
SpadeJS~e.
Metal Restraints.
78' . . . . . . •.
$9.50
03SSBK
Black. 3 conductor,
SpadeJSpade.
Metal Restraints.
18' . . . . . . . ..
sa.50
D3SSG
Green, 3 conductor.
Spade/Spade,
MetaIRestrainls.78"
.
58.SO
05SSB
Brown, 5 conductor.
Spade/Spade.
Metal Restraints.
78"
..
$11.00
D6SSB
Brown. 6 conductor.
Plastic, Spade/Spade,
Metal Restraints,
78'
,
512.00
012SSB'
Brown. 12 conductor.
SpadelSpade.
Stay CoreIs. 78" .".........
$25.00
012SSG'
Green, 12 conductor.
Spade/Spade.
Stay Cords, 78"
530.00
"These items .r. custom mede at the time of order.

03SSB

• ..

...".,.~Hcstrilinlv,..

DESK STAND CORDS

$7.75

W.E. "20
TRANSMITTER
T"OS

Green.

T -#5

Green.

T-V

Green,~~~d,.~

T "10

Green.~

Ih'''"'''''~

CORDS

I conductor.
Spade!Pin.
Desk
Grounded
Trans.
. . . . .
1 conductor,
Spade/Pin,

H3SSBKC'

WE Vanity

All prices shown

in

U,S. Dollars

Revised: 8/1/2001

~O:k

HANDSET

CORDS

DiiicO<.
Co~ati. 3 ccocuctce. ""nyl. Sjlad •••
rscece.
Metal Restraints,
72" . . . ..
$8.00
Black Coiled, 4 conductor,
Vinyl. Spade/Spade.
MetatRestralnts,
72"
S8.00
Brown. 3 conductor,
Cloth. Spade/Spade.
Metal Restraints.
10" coiled length
.. 520.00
BLack, 3 conductor.
Cloth. Spade/Spade.
Metal Restraints.
10' coiled length .....
520,00
(-Western
Eleclric
style will be furnished
unless
you specify
AE or Kellogg.)

3 cooc.. spade/spade.
metal rastraints. 53" .. 511.00
4 rond .• spadeJmoduLar, T
.. $9.00
30000 .• spade, spade, metal restmints. 78'
. 510.00
3cond.,spadeIspade,metairesl.78·,
.....
$10.00
(short leads on one end for 42A connecting
block)

ACCESSORIES

I

Spades
Pins.............
Handsel
Reslraints
..
'S", Hook Restraints
•......•.
Modular Une Plugs
,
Modular Handset
Plugs
Round head slotted machine
screws.
DiaIMountingScrews{4.36"318·)
Transmitter
Screws (2"56"

50.15

each. $10.00 per 100
so.eo eacn
$0.75 each
....
. •.•...
$0.80 each
SO. 15 each, $10.00 per 100
$0.15 each, $10.00 per 100
nickel plated
$10.00 per 100
11-4")
$8.00 per 100

Stand.
. ...

~~~d~~~in.··

57.50

.

10 Ckt Board..
~~~in.

S1..50
S750

IVORY CORDS
H3SSIV
L4SMIV
03ssrv
L3SSlV

DISCOUNT
Orders

L

T •...
T .....

$800

H4SSBKV

.

r
NOTE:

••

$13.50
..
$8.00

SpaclelModular,
SpadeIModular,

5900

::~::::~!~:f;;2:~te'::::I,::,,,,"=~~'o;~e~~::""::«
I
R2SPSB

VINYL LINE CORDS

.
.......

57.50
57.50
$7.50

I Orders
Orders

$100.00
$200.00"
over

SCHEDULE

(cords

_ 199.99
299,99

S3OO.oo

and cordllge

only)

10% discount

I

15% discount
20% discount

COME AND JOIN US!

ATeA SPRING SHOW
LOTS OF PHONES, PARTS & FUN!
PAGE 2
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THE BELL SYSTEM TOOL CORNER
by John Stallone
With modular being the new standard in 1972 throughout the Bell
System the rush was on to convert, update and install new equipment
and to develop new tools to work with this equipment and to keep up
with the new technology. As I spoke about the 798A last month to update telephone sets, there were also new jacks developed to update the
existing 42A, the 625C cover and one of the biggest developments was
a phone that hung on the wall without being held up by screws as well
as a back plate to update a phone already in service - the 228. The 630A
wall jack was born, and a tool was developed to install it. The 797A insertion tip - this was used with the newly developed 788Al handle or
could also be interchanged with the existing 714B handle which was
modified in 1972 and evolved from the 714A (original 66 punch down
tool) to include a round hand shield on the handle and was primarily
used for terminating 66-type connections. The 788Al handle was a twopiece plastic handle - one side green and the other being yellow. The yellow
side was used for quick recognition of the cutting edge on the 66 tip,
the two halves are riveted together with a slot on the narrow end with
a screw for fastening 3 different tips: 1)797A tip; 2) 66 tip; and 3) 88-style
stip. The 797A was a clear plastic 2-sided tooL The reason for being
2-sided was it wore out quite quickly and broke often, not making it one
of the better designed Bell System tools, but it did get the job done and
for well over 10 years. The Bell System contracted with Dracon,

a communication tool manufacturer. They had already begun making
some of the first touch tone butt sets available and now set out to develop
a combination punch down tool to serve the purpose of 3 jobs. This tool
would render the AT-8672B (black and yellow 66 impact tool) obsolete.
The AT-8762D tool was also developed as an impact tool but now with
a Hi-Lo adjustment and ahead that would accept interchangeable tips
quickly and easily, the 797A was now classified as a 630Tip and the 66
and 88 type tips were designed to all work with the one handle and still
have storage for one extra tip as welL This tool was now blue and yellow
with the yellow side still signifying the cutting edge and having "CUT"
stamped into the handle. This tool is still current issue and still resembles
its original form. The original AT-8762D made by Dracon was marked
as such; since their merger, today's tool is made by Harris' Dracon Division. The most noticeable difference between old and new is the hole
where the spare tip is housed The original has a small hole and the newer
one has a much larger hole. This tool has since been updated and is now
red and yellow and incorporates new features.
Modular brought about many changes in the Bell System as well as
it benefiting the communications industry for years to come. Not only
did it change the way Western Electric made telephone sets, but the
way subscribers handled them, and how installers repaired and installed them.

For Figures Below: Fig. A) 714A Original 66 insertion tool; Fig. B) 714B Updated version of the 714A with hand guard; Fig. C) 788Al Insertion
tip handle with 797A tip; Fig. D) Side-view of the 788Al handle; Fig_ E) AT-8762-B; Fig. F) AT-8762D; Fig. G) Original 797A Insertion Tip; Fig.
H) Redesigned 797A - now classified as a 630 Tip for use with the AT-8762D; Fig. J) 66 Tip; Fig. K) 88 Tip; Fig. L) 630 Jack inside connections

A

B

c

D

E

F

Modular wasn't the only change to hit the telephone that developed a new
tool - next month - a small tool with an important job.
JAMES A. GOODWIN, No. 554
1438 Fawnvalley Ct.
St. Louis, MO 63131
Tel: (314) 822-8138
FOR SALE
Hide-a-phone cabinet and matching seat,
$450 0 Telephone insulators: approximatey 180 to 200. They are for sale in groups of
5-15, starting at $10.00 per group 0 These
items can be viewed at
http://sidberry.home.att.net
Click the antique telephones for sale link, then
the telephone furniture link for the Hide-aphone; or the insulator lionk for the insulators.
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FRED R. FREEBOLIN
17 E. View Street
Lombard, IL 60148
Tel: (630) 627-5343
FOR SALE
Misc. AE Strowger step switches and related
repair parts, asking $30 per switch 0 Black
rotary WE NCK sets wiline & hold buttons including orig. multi-conductor instrument cords,
$100 0 7-J WE residential 5' coin box with
metal cover (rounded corners) & lock - no key,
$175 OBO 0 Misc. rotary desk and wall
phones (some colored): ITT, SC, WE, $15 ea.
OBO 0 Some WE & Kellogg magneto switchboard drops and supervisory signals, about
five drops per unit, $35 ea. OBO.

PAUL FASSBENDER, No. 3144
14 Texas Rd.
Westford, MA 01886
Tel: (978) 692-6335
E-mail: paulf@ma.ultranet.com
FOR SALE
Mini-500 sets (about 4" long, plastic), like new:
in yellow, $25; gray or ivory, $20 0 Pen
holders (without pen) in green or red, $15. Pen
holder with pen, but without handset in pink,
$15 0 Music box in white, $25 0 MiniPrincess sets (about 4" long, plastic): beige,
$12; white, $15.

PAGE 3
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TELEPHONE SIGN REVIEW
by Alan Colburn
Here's a sign I thought you would like
to see. It is a business office sign from the
Southwestern Bell Telephone Co.
It is a large sign, measuring 18" wide
and 24" high. Notice the Bell logo. This
is the 1939 style bell used up to 1964. Actually, this bell was used up to 1969, but
without the logo around the bell.
This sign hung outside a business office of S.W. Bell for many years and is in
remarkable shape. It is two-sided enamel
over steel and has a flange on the left side
for mounting to a wall.
Business office signs make a great addition to your sign collection and there
are many to choose from. This is why
telephone sign collecting is so popular.
Next time we'll see a Postal Telegraph
sign I think you'll enjoy. Good collecting!

t~:~~a~K~5~~227
Tel: (913) 782-0607
E-mail: r@oldtelephone.com
WANTED
Western Electric dial and nondial candlesticks.
Looking for rougher ones needing paint, missing parts. Please NO nondial bases, but I can
use the covers. D I need WE CS hooks, dial
bases and covers D Good Stromberg Carlson
mouthpieces D Seiscor T84 G telephone
tester. Please call if you have one you want to
sell or trade. I will be at Abilene, and looking
forward to seeing everyone there.
DON SCOTT
E-mail: bellman@nb.net
WANTED
Almanacs to complete a set - I need 1922 and
1924. I also need postcards nos. RIO and Rll.
I have several Almanacs for trade: 1951, 41,
39,38,37,35,34,36,
or will set for $5 ea. plus
shipping. Will pay well for the (2) I'm missing.

Alan Colburn
4363 Violet Cr., Lake Worth, FL 33461
(561) 642-7775
The illustrations below accompany Mr. Conklin's article on 'Numbers and Letters on Dials' that begins on the next page (pg. 5)

FIRST STROWGER
FIRST STROWGER
Fig.

DIAL -

DIAL - CUTAWAY
Fig. 3

VIEW

1896

2

~

STROWGER
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DIAL POTBELLY
Fig. 4

..

CANDLESTICK
STROWGER

DIAL WALL TELEPHONE
Fig. 5
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By Roger Conklin
The telephones with Strowger's first public automatic exchange
installed in LaPorte, Indiana in 1892 were equipped with
push buttons to send ground pulses to the exchange to make
automatic connections. There was a separate pushbutton for
each of the 3 digits. Fig. 1 shows LaPorte's first Strowger Automatic Telephone Exchange Directory. To call Crane & Rathbun
Hardware, telephone No. 175, the first (hundreds) button was
pushed one time, the second (tens) button 7 times and the third
(units) button 5 times. The caller than turned the phone's crank to
ring the bells of the telephone called. Calling the LaPorte Woolen
Mills, telephone No. 900, required a total of29 button pushes!
In designing the Strowger automatic system, the switch came
first. In 1896 the Strowger engineers began working on a better
way to send impulses to the exchange to operate the switch. The
result was a rotary device called a Dial Sender. Early automatic
telephone numbers had 3 digits. Three wires were required between the telephone and the exchange, R (tip) & V (ring), plus a
ground connection as the 3rd wire. The dial grounded R for the 1st
digit pulses, then the V for the 2nd digit pulses; then R again for
the 3rd digit pulses. The finger wheel had a small window. When
the receiver was removed, the letters "TEL" were seen through
this window. As the dial started to be turned for the first digit, the
letters in the window changed to "HUND." This indicated you
were dialing the Hundreds (first) digit. Pulses were sent when the
dial was released and allowed to return to normal.
The dialing of the 2nd and 3rd digits caused the letters in the dial
window to change to "TENS" and then to "UNITS." Should the
subscriber attempt to dial a 4th digit, the letters "OUT" would
appear in the window, indicating that he had literally "struck out."
He was disconnected, had to hang up, take down the receiver and
start over. Replacing the receiver reset the dial. A photograph of
this dial and a sketch showing a cut-away view of the letters
under the finger wheel, are shown in Figures 2 and 3.
This 10 digit dial was labeled with the letter X, rather than the digit
0, for generating 10 pulses. The reason for X rather than 0 appears
to have been lost in antiquity. It may have been because X was
the Roman numeral for 10, whereas 0 means "zero." Clearly this
very first Strowger dial had 9 numerals and one letter. It was first
used with the private automatic system in the Milwaukee City
Hall in June 1896 and soon thereafter with a second system for the
US Army at Ft. Sheridan, IL. The author is not aware that any of
these first dials have survived.
The telephone dial evolved rapidly. The large Strowger dial on
the now-famous Strowger Potbelly Candlestick, figure 4, and the
slightly earlier wall telephone, figure 5, had become the standard
by 1899. This dial had 11 digits; 1 through 0, plus an lIth hole
designated "Long Distance." Both the 0 and Long Distance positions caused 10 pulses to be sent. This word designation was
only to make it easy to know how to connect to the toll operator.
Like its Milwaukee predecessor, this large dial sent ground pulses
alternating between the V and H wires, rather than pulsing by

MARCH 2002

opening the tip and ring as was first done when the new 2 wire
automatic switch went into service in 1908, at first using a largesize2-wire dial. Later that same year a new, smaller-size two-wire
dial was introduced.

Larger cities often had more than one exchange. Manual exchanges were given names. Telephone numbers consisted of
the exchange name plus the 1,2,3 or 4 digit telephone number
within that exchange; for example, Central 8, Main 25, West 227
or East 3121. When dial service replaced manual service, it was
often the practice to retain the familiar exchange names and to
include on dials the first letters oftheir names. There was never
more than 1 letter paired with any num ber on the dial.
On the early Northern Electric dial in Fig. 6, the letter ''N,'' which
might represent the North Exchange, is paired with the digit 8.
There were exceptions, but zeros were usually inserted in front
ofthe former manual single, two and three digit numbers within
the exchange, such that automatic telephone number would consist of the first letter of the exchange name plus 4 digits. For
example, North 25 became N-0025. This made the transition from
manual to automatic service easy for subscribers. Practices varied from city to city. Sometimes single numerical digit prefixes
were used rather than the first letters of exchange names. In
those cases, dials did not have letters. It was not uncommon to
have4, 5 and 6 digit numbers in the same Strowger step-by-step
exchange as it grew with more lines being added, until 2 letter, 5
number (2L - 5N) 7 digit dialing became standard many years
later.
Where letters were used, dials were often ''tailor made" for each
city, there being no uniform ity as to which letter was paired with
which numeral. By 1916, Automatic Electric was manufacturing
at least 10 different number-letter dial layouts, none with more
than 10 letters. The need for dial layout uniformity did not exist
since dialing from one city to another had not yet even been
imagined. In some very early automatic city networks, subscribers even had to dial an operator for her to connect callers to
automatic subscribers in a different exchange in the same city.
Kempster B. Miller, author of the now-classic text "American
Telephone Practice," delivered a paper titled "The Automatic vs.
the Manual Telephone Exchange" to the International Electrical
Congress at St. Louis in September 1904. Miller stated that operators would always be required to perform certain functions,
like completing long distance calls, but added that some day it
might be possible for automatic systems to perform "special but
important duties" such as ''toll connections and PBX work."
Miller quoted one highly respected authority, with whom he
obviously disagreed and whose name he chose not to mention,
whose fervent belief was that the automatic telephone system
was a "passing fad" that would never approach the practicality
of the manual system, stating that its designers and advocates
would "be discouraged in their efforts, as no machine could ever
be made to perform the many functions that it was necessary to
teach these young ladies before they became proficient telephone operators."
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Sometimes both the letters and the numerals were on the number
plate. The Northern Electric dial in Fig. 6 is an example of this.
Other times one was on the number plate and the other on the
moveable finger wheel, as is illustrated on the Danish dial in Fig. 7.
In some networks, complete exchange names were shown either
on the dial number plate together with the numerals, as is shown in
Figs. 8 and 9, or shown separately on the finger wheel.
In 1916, a Bell Engineer by the nameofN. N. Blauvelt conceived
the idea of the Full-Alphabet dial using 24 letters: all except Q and
Z., planning ahead for "big city" dialing where telephone numbers
might require as many as 6 or 7 digits. There was a profound fear
that so many numbers would be confusing to subscribers and
therefore difficult to remember and dial correctly. Exchange names
used with manual service were easy to remember and subscribers
were accustomed to them. Blauvelt's idea was that the conversion
to dial operation in large cities would be simpler if subscribers
were to dial either the first 2 or 3 letters of the exchange name,
followed by the 4 or 5 digit number within the exchange. The
letters to be dialed would be capitalized in the telephone directory,
like MAin 4144, BUTterworth 4144, or BUtterworth 8-4144. Only
the capital letters, plus the numbers, would be dialed.
Bell's top management accepted Blauvelt's idea. However, there
was concern that dialing more than one letter followed by numerals first needed a field trial; just to be sure it was practical. The
Minneapolis-St. Paul network was selected for this field trial.
Though these cities were much smaller than New York or Chicago,
the Twin Cities constituted a major metropolitan network served
by both automatic and manual exchanges. The dial exchanges in
both Minneapolis and St. Paul had been installed to replace its
manual service by the Tri-State Telephone Company, an Independent company, in 1916. All Bell exchanges in the Twin Cities were
manual, until the "exchange of property" described below took
place.
The full details ofthis field trial are described in Issue #3 ofTelecom
History, a recently published volume. The title of this well-researched article, written by Stanley Swihart is "The First System
to Dial Calls Using the Full-Alphabet dial."
Mention is made of the history of telephone service in the Twin
Cities of Minneapolis and st. Paul. Until Bell's patent expired, Bell
was the only provider of telephone service anywhere in the US.
By 1901, there were two competing telephone companies in most
major US cities, including the Twin Cities of Minneapolis and St.
Paul. Bell absolutely did not permit a competing Independent to
connect to its local networks, nor to its long distance network
either. In dual-service cities, those subscribers (usually businesses), who wanted to be able to communicate with everybody
with telephone service, had no other choice than to subscribe to
dual service from both competing companies.
In 1916, the Independent Tri-State Telephone Company converted
its manual exchanges in these two cities to Strowger SxS automatic operation. When the change-over to dial service took place,
Tri-State had 6 exchange buildings with 15,000 lines in St. Paul and
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7 exchange buildings, with 27,000 lines in Minneapolis. Tri-State's
automatic telephone numbers consisted of I letter plus 4 or 5
digits. Bell's service was totally manual.
In 1918 an unusual agreement was signed between Bell and TriState. Bell purchased the Minneapolis automatic system from TriState and Tri-State purchased the St. Paul manual system from
Bell. Bell became the exclusive operator in Minneapolis and TriState became exclusive in St. Paul. The former separate manual
and automatic networks in each city were to be interconnected,
thus eliminating dual service in both cities. Bell also agreed to
allow the interconnection of its unified Minneapolis system with
Tri-State's unified St. Paul system for toll calls between the two
cities ..
It took 2 years to fully implement this integration. Prior to this, TriState's automatic network had provided subscriber dialing between its own subscribers in both cities, with an operator coming
on the line momentarily to obtain details to bill the toll charges.
Bell, which still had reservations about the merits ofthe automatic
system, insisted that toll calls should only be connected manually
by operators, so each company installed manual toll switchboards
for intercity calls between the newly consolidated networks in
each city.
Although Bell was providing some automatic service in at least 4
other major multi-exchange cities; these being San Diego, Los
Angeles, Portland, OR and Dallas, (all were cities where Bell had
taken over competing Independent companies already providing
automatic service), Minneapolis was selected as the location for
the pilot test of the Full-Alphabet dial. Both Bell and Tri-State
replaced all-number dials on their subscribers' telephones' in both
cities with new Full-Alphabet dials. The new numbers consisted
of2 Letters plus 4 or 5 numerals. (In some cases the 5th "numeral"
was actually a party-line suffix letter.) The integration and field
trial process is described in Swihart's II page in-depth article in
Telecom History, issue # 4.
The Full-Alphabet field trial in the Twin Cities was successful.
Automatic subscribers in both cities quickly adapted to dialing
two letters plus 4 or 5 numerals. Following this field trial, the FullAlphabet dial was deployed for 2L plus 4N dialing with new Bell
Panel exchanges being installed in Omaha and Kansas City.
Blauvelt's Full-Alphabet dial, later to be known as the Metropolitan Dial, gradually became the standard for both Bell and Independents in multi-exchange large cities in the United States and
Canada. When Direct Distance Dialing was started on a trial basis
by the Bell System in Englewood, NJ in 1950, subscribers there
could only dial a few ofthe major cities that had 2L - 5N telephone
numbers. With the success ofthis field trial, DDD was gradually
implemented nationwide. All-numeral dials were replaced and exchange equipment modified for compatibility with this new numbering plan for DDD.
Later versions ofthe Full-Alphabet dial, shown in Fig. 10, included
the letter Z together with the digit zero, although Z was never used
as a dialed letter in an exchange name.
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10) and all-nwn ber, as well as the non-Full- Alphabet 5HE, (Fig. 11)
dial with party line code letters J, M, R & W paired with the digits
5,6,7 and 9. In some exchanges these party line letters were dialed
as an additional last digit suffix well into the 1950s, before 2L-7N
dialing became universal.
With international dialing on the horizon, telephone numbers
with letters were foreseen as an insurmountable problem.
European countries like France, Denmark, Russia and Great
Britain, had their own versions of Full-Alphabet dials, but with
letters located differently than in the US. This, plus different
alphabets such as Greek and Cyrillic, and different pronunciations ofletters and words created problems in correctly spelling
unfamiliar "foreign" names. The letters K and Y, for example,
don't exist in the Portuguese alphabet. Only numerals were
clearly universal. These compelling reasons caused the implementation of All-Number Calling. The dialing ofletters was
almost totally abandoned throughout the world.
But with the advent oftoll-free 800 numbers, only accessible
from locations within North America, the use ofletters began to
bounce back from near oblivion, as businesses bought the idea
of easily remembered telephone numbers for their toll-free
callers, such as 1-800-RENT A CAR, 1-800 THRIFTY, and 1-800
HAMPTON.
For those interested in the history of telephony, issues #3
and #4 of the publication TELECOM HISTORY are recommended reading. They have only recently been published by
and are available from Stan Swihart, PO Box 2818, Dublin,
CA 94568-0818 USA. E-mail: stanswi@earthlink.net.
Much
of the background information for this article is from these
publications.
Issue #3 includes articles on the San Francisco Pot Belly Desk
Strand, Birth of San Francisco Candlestick and early Bell Manufacturers, Why Some Telephone Systems Grew Faster than Others, Why Bell Was the Last Major System to Provide Handsets,
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NORTHERN ELECTRIC L
Letter>; on Finger wheel
Fig 6

DIAL

DIAL WITH EXCHANGE
Fig. 9
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The First Telephone System to Use the Full Alphabet Dial, Dialing
the letters Q and Z, The Bell System in Chicago Around the Turn of
the Century, How Hundreds of Western Electric People Suddenly
Drowned, Theodore Vail and the Independents, plus several reviews and short items.
Issue #4 includes Lars Magnus Ericsson - 150 Years - a Special
Biography, Illustrated History of Telephone Instruments at Ericsson,
Crossbar Systems up to World War II, Switch Manufacturing 19201940, Telecoms on the Titanic and Other Sea Disasters, Telecoms in
the San Francisco Earthquake of 1906, Law Systems and Switchboards, plus other short reports.
Copies of earlier issues # 1 and #2, as well as Arthur Bessey Smith's
"The Early History of the Automatic Telephone," consisting of
documents written by Smith in 1906 and 1907, are also available
from this same source.
All of these publications constitute a "Treasure Chest" of historical
information compiled from hundreds of authoritative sources and
written by knowledgeable authors with expertise in their fields. These
are references used frequently by this author.
Sources
Telephone History, issues # I, #2, #3 & #4
Automatic Electric Technical Journal
Arthur Bessey Smith's "The Early History of the Automatic
Telephone"
American Telephone Practice, by Kempster B. Miller, 4thedition,
New York, 1905
Vintage Telephones of the World, by P. 1. Povey & R. A. 1. Earl,
London, 1988
Western Electric Catalog #11,1950

DANISH DIAL
Number>; on Finger wheel
Fig. 7

NAMES

DIAL WITH EXCHANGE
Fig. 8

WE TYPE 5H DIAL
FULL ALPHABET - (Wrth Z)
Fig. 10

NAMES

WE TYPE 5HB DIAL
LETTERS J, M, R & W
FIG. 11
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STEP BY STEP
DEMONSTRATION
(For non Switchers)
by Paul A. Rauth, No. 3715
I have always been impressed by the sound of a "step by step" switch.
I am not a switcher, but I do appreciate the mechanical detail and the
complicated wiring of the relays in a "step by step" switch. I taught
Industrial Arts for 30 years and have come up with a simple demonstration for the telephone collector who would like to add a simple "step
by step" demonstration to his or her collection. You do need basic electrical knowledge, basic soldering skills, and elementary woodworking
skills. (Switchers, please forgive me if all my terminology is not correct.)
This demonstration requires a test stand to hold the "step by step"
unit. I made a very simple one out of wood and painted it gray. You
must be able to identify the following relays on the "step by step" unit,
the relay that controls vertical stepping, the relay that controls wiping
(horizontal stepping) and the relay that resets (releases) the stepping rod.
The wiring schematic is rather simple. First you will need a "step by
step" selector or connector. I used a selector because I happened to have
one. You will also need a 48VDC power supply to activate the relays
mentioned above. I also used a 12 VDC relay, a 12 VDC power supply,
a telephone jack, terminal strips, "center off' SPDT switch and a momentary contact switch, all from Radio Shack.
Some connections to the step relays must be cut, however do not cut
the series wire connecting the two coils of the step and wipe relays. Wires
will have to be run to the relays as shown in the schematic. As you can
see the dial telephone pulses the 12 VDC relay, which in turn pulses the
48 VDC. I felt it was safer to use the 12 VDC at the telephone.
"I'he sequence of events of the demonstration

are as follows:

1. Connect both 12 VDC and 48 VDC power supplies. "Center off' SPDT
switch should be off!
2. Remove handset from hook on dial telephone, place "center off' SPDT
switch to step, dial a number 1 . O.Rod will step up number dialed.
3. Place "center off" SPDT switch to wipe, dial a number 1 - O. Rod
will wipe (horizontally step) to the number dialed.
4. Place "center off" SPDT switch to off, hit momentary contact switch
and rod will reset.
5. Replace handset on telephone.
6. Demonstration is ready to begin again.
I plan to connect a 12 volt lamp to the contact bank. you could ask
students to find a two digit number (Example 86) that would light the
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lamp! You could also connect another telephone and give the two digit
number to make the connection. There are other demos that can be done
also. With the switch set to step you could dial 1 ten times and watch
the rod step one level at a time. The same goes for the wipe setting. This
oversimplifies the automatic switching process but it can easily be
understood. If there are questions please contact me.
My thanks to all switchers and collectors who have given me advice.
Bill Smail, Bill Lewis, Dennis Hock, Steph Kerman, Gary Goff, Fred
Haynes and Larry Salter. If I missed anyone, I can only apologize.
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BOB LOESER, No. 2518
Tel: (248) 495-2161
E-mail: BBQGUMBY@aol.commustbeabout2
FOR SALE
I have quantities of AT&T Trimline Plus's for
sale in black, white & ivory. These are the ones
with desklwall base w/ringer. The handsets
have larger rectangle buttons that glow green
wlFlash, Redial & Mute as well as a volume
control on the side with ringer offllowlhigh and
TT or DP settings. These are out of service,
but are in excellent condition, look new and the
the ones I tested worked great. No cords with
them. Will discount for quantity orders as
listed below. Amounts over 2 phones will be
mixed color lots. Great phones for your
customers who like AT&T quality as well as
newer features: (1)phone, $10; (2)phones, $15;
(10) phones $62.50; (20) phones, $110; (100)
phones, $400.

JOHN DRESSER
225845 Veronica Dr.
Salinas, CA 93908
FOR SALE
Western Electric 322C elevator telephone with
F1 handset. This is a cast metal set with a dial
blank and very nice F1 handset, $75 0 Mint
(just now taken out of the original package) AE
dial, stamped H-880-180-2 on the back along
with ED-2. It is also marked AE USA ...
porcelain dial plate, black fingerwheel, all
bright and shiny as it has never been out until
now of the original packaging, $55 0 All plus
shipping.
WANTED
Blue Bell paperweights. Western Electric, Bell
System and others, especially a Western Electric inkwell.

GARY GOFF
E-mail: ggoff@telis.org
FOR SALE
Brand new Sceptre Mechanical Ringers,
TA400, with on/off switch and modular pigtail.
The Radio Shack version of this ringer sells for
$15. Cost is $7 ea. plus shipping. See example
at: http://home.inreach.com/bgofflringer.jpg
WANTED
WE #2GA or #2GB dial. Willing to trade high
for this dial or pay well.
BOB KISH, No. 3200
Tel: (315) 785-9108
E-mail: rkish@twcny.rr.com
WANTED
I am in need of a dialtone generator, not solid
state or tube if possible. The one I am after uses
line current and looks like transformer with
taps on the top. Does not have to be precise
tone. If you have one contact me. Thanks.
NORMAN MULVEY
310 Thorntree Lane
Canton, GA 30115
Tel: (770) 844-6277
WANTED
WE marked trans. cup with wire hole for No.
5 arms 0 Holtzer-Cabot intercom that has an
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JOHN ANDREWS
arm that moves across a series of buttons. Arm
18425 Lazy Summer Way
.. longDWEoakType68Monument.CO
80132
top box . trade a walnut for oak or
purchase 0 Holtzer-Cabot mag., 4- or 5-bar,
Tel: (719) 488-1150
E-mail: andrewsjwa@aol.com
4-h 0Ie mount. F ront (2) h 0Ies are 2" c.c., b ack
to holes are 1-5/8" c.c.
WANTED
FOR SALE OR TRADE (Trades First)
Walnut WE 232 or 252 top box, or parts
Monarch bev-edge black transmitter, very good
thereof 0 Gray silver dollar payphone arm.
cond., $48 0 B&R trans., nickel, nickel needs
cleaning, Kansas City, MO - $48 0 Oak top
ANDREW CHUPELA, No. 3212
box, 5-bar mag. (H/C mag.), fits various phones,
33 Sine Rd.
7W' c.c. x 10" c.c. - $65 0 Williams oak top
box, 5-bar red mag., nice nametag, 6"x10W'
Edison, NJ 08817
mounting,
$75 0
Various
Blake
Tel: (732) 321-1943
transmitters
0 SIC receiver, marked cap E-mail: amvtchup@aol.com
marked shell, $45 0 Various Manhattan &
WANTED
Viaduct parts for sale - various 3-box center
Keystone
Telephone
Co. candlestick
boxes 0 Williams Milkbottle receiver - trades
telephones 0 Keystone Telephone Co. markonly.
ed receiver
0 Chicago
.. Satisfies"
receiver 0 Western Electric cloth twoGARY PRATO, No. 1995
conductor receiver cords 0 Stromberg
4625 Reforma Road
Carlson Dauratex green cloth two-conductor
Woodland Hills, CA 91364
receiver cords 0 Runzell green cloth twoTel: (818) 346-7362, x 290
conductor receiver cords 0 Western Electric
E-mail: GaryPrato@aol.com
long pole receiver 0 Cash or I have other
FOR SALE
receivers and cloth cords to trade for the above.
RARE late model black AE34 with factory
modification. It has a cutout behind cradle for
MITCH SOROKA, No. 662
easy pickup. Phone has crack on front and rear
corner. $200 plus shipping 0 Gray plastic
5 Orient Way
Connecticut TP-6a with correct dial. In exNo. Caldwell, NJ 07006
cellent condition - $500 plus shipping.
Tel: (973) 746-4493 (before 8pm EST)
(973) 226-6261 (after 8pm EST)
WANTED
FAX: (973) 746-1440
COLORED AE lA, 34, 40 & 50. Will pay big
E-mail: MITCHSS@aol.com
$$$ for maroon AE 40. Also wante colored
AE34's (metal spacesver), North Electrics and
Kellogg.
FOR TRADE
Nile green and jade gree AE 40, ivory AE34,
40 & 50, and blue AE40 & 50.
RUSS COWELL, No. 3065
105 Woodmere Dr.
Williamsburg, VA 23185
Tel: (757) 258-5308
E-mail: russ54@widomaker.com
WANTED
WECo 500 95C blanks (faceplates) for non-dial
sets in black, green and ivory. NOS or in VG
condition. Will accept without number card retainer rings.
RANDY BENTON, No. 3788
Tel: (620) 442-0948
E-mail: lbenton@kscable.com
FOR SALE
If you have a special wood wallphone you
would like refinished to your specs, please contact me before the Spring Show in April. You
can bring your phone to the show to save shipping. Prices depend on extent of refinishing and
type of phone ... singlebox, double, etc ....
please contact me for a quote. I have refinished over 100 wood wallphones, both for my collction and for sale on ebay. I am sure most of
you have seen some of my phones and a few
have one or more in your collection. My former
ebay username was colt@hit.net, now it is
phone4you 0 I also buy wood wallphones. If
you have collected them in the past, and have
went to collecting other phones and would like
to sell your woods, or if you have some extras,
please let me know. I prefer original phones in
good overall condition, finish is not important.

FOR SALE
Photo of Strowger Workshop 1909 Neb. showing rows of 11-digit Strowger potbelly sticks,
receivers, parts, and the rare long Strowger
wallphones, 8x10 professional copy of original
- $12 ppd. 0 Pro copy of the Western Electric photograph
titled:
IMPORTANT
DEVELOPMENTS
IN BELL SYSTEM
DESK TELEPHONES 1879-1923, this is the
photo shown on pagbe 53 in Ron's books. It
starts with the 1879 Blake candlestick and
ends with 1923 manual candlestick, according
to this the dial candlestick was 1920. Size is
8V2x11,$10 ppd. 0 Pro copy of 1883 Charles
Williams Switchboard from Bangon, Maine
showing LONG POLE receivers and marked
BLAKE transmitters, Williams subsets, 8xlO.
WANTED
WONDERPHONE transmitter, will trade or
pay well for one 0 Tapered-shaft, flutedshaft, and potbelly candlesticks. Unusual
candlesticks and parts 0 Attachments such
as celluloid transmitter and mouthpiece snapons, hanging indexes, muta-phones, pencil
holders, mufflers, sanitizers, etc. 0 Glass,
porcelain and colored bakelite and odd
mouthpieces, adapters and boxes 0 Eastern
Telephone
Co. trans.
0 Phone Co.
catalogs 0 Bseplate cover for Kel. 1901
candlestick and Commercial/Vote-Burger
0
Red Cross mouhtpiece glass part 0 Sumter
marked ear cap" not #48 model - rounded cap,
unmarked OK too.
FOR TRADE
WE #122 OST pony rec. 0 WE Hershey Kiss
(type 22) candlestick D WE nickel 20B
hook 0 Sumter marked rec. 0 Mutaphone 0 Red Cross mouthpiece bakelite
adapter D Long Pole rec.
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P.O. Box 1745
Wolfeboro, NH 03894
Tel: (603) 569-5808 (after 5 pm EST)
FOR SALE
AT&T Merlin 206 KSU, was serviced under

I:;'

one year ago, it was pulled for an upgrade to
a larger system (410). 0 phones, but it does
have a FP1. Will also include under guides and
programming manual for FP2. I know its not
compatible with FP1, but FP2's are easy to
come by - I can refer you to a seller. I can also
include some cables (14) for phones or inter
connect. Easy hook up. $100 delivered to your
door 0 WE handsets - all good, not junk:
Yellow, $3, Beige, $2; AT&T Beige, $2; Green,
unmarked, $1; Brown ITT w/cord, $2; WE #7
dial, yellow, $2 0 WE 554 rotary wall set,
green. Overall nice condition, some fading, nice
older type fingerwheel, clean and tested,
$15 0 Payphone stuff - mostly single-slot
stuff for WE - direction cards, odds and ends,
$7 - worth the price 0 3M Scotch lock
crimper, for the newer type "Beanies". This is
the fancy type with adjustable head - was used in a central office for a while - $10 0 Wire
stripper, place and pull, won't nick the wire like
those wire cutters do. Brand new, $3 0 WE
2558A adapters - plugs onto the 25-pairAMP
ends to give you 6 jacks - NOS, $3 ea. 0 (25)Pair metal AMP ends, wlhoods, these are the
female ends. solder type, EXC, $3 ea Also have
a few panel mounts left _ both genders, $2;
Plastic "Keepers" for plastic AMP connectors,
take all (approx. 30)for $1 0 White Princess,
rotary dial, hardwired, handset is a bit faded,
but rest is fantastic, $20 0 Princess base,
needs plastic, $10 0 Modular handset jacks
for Princess phones, most are NOS, all (12)for
$20 or $3 ea. 0 NIB WE 2851, five-line with
hold, touchtone wall set for 1A2 key system,
beige, $45 0 WE/AT&T trimline handset,
TT, has spring cord with modular end for plugging into a wall jack - use it as a cheap butt
dset for testing NI's (network interfaces), has
a ringer built in - $5 0 All plus UPS.

DAVID MARTIN, No. 278
6016 Sheaff Lane
Ft. Washington, PA 19034
Tel: (215) 628-9490
FOR SALE OR TRADE
Western Electric Dimension D100 PBX 100extension, 50 extension lines, 6 incoming lines,
with the MAPP - available locally for your $
offer - pick-up only 0 Western Electric oak
385, 3-holejack boxes, $15 ea.; 386 6-holejack
boxes, $25 ea. 0 Western Electric F1A bell
chime units, with (2)3" gongs and a switch to
adjust. incoming ringing from a chime to a
ringer - $10 to $15'ea. depending on the case
(6 available) 0 Kellogg unused Signal Corps
operator's breastplates and straps, no headsets
or cords, still wrapped, nickel faces, $15 ea.
ROB HONEYCUTT, No. 783
Tel: (803) 772-2379
E-mail: sumterphone@att.net
WANTED
To buy or borrow: Telephony Magazine - April
1902 issue; July 1902 issue; Any Sumter
Telephone Catalogs or info.
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KEN SIMS, No. 2382
4813
Bardstown
Rd.
Louisville,
KY 40291
E -mail: Wakita4813@aol.com
WANTED
Receiver for Harrison 2·box phone (see Ron's
book, pgs. 221 & 241) 0 Longpole recs.,
marked and unmarked, original only 0 Pony
receivers 0 Glass & porcelain mouthpieces
0 Manhattan watchcase rec. (Ron's book pg.
252) 0 Stromberg Carlson "coffee grinder"
phone (ca. 1893-1894) 0 7-digit beveled edge
trans. and faceplate for WE #10 0 Orig.
marked Blake trans. and unmarked Blake
trans. 0 Manhattan upright phones.
VERN POTTER, No. 1435
Tel: (801) 486-6794
E-mail: vernp@webtv.net
WANTED
WE 1500 or 2500 hardwired sets in It. blue and
gray 0 1554 wall sets in ivory and gray 0
554's, soft (pre '59) in It. blue, kd. gray, It.
beige 0 172C backplates for 554's in It. blue,
turquoise, dk. blue, dk. gray, dk. beige 0
Salesman's sample 500 in turquoise. I have
others of these to trade 0 Lots of stuff to
trade or cash.
WALLY TUBBS, No. 2294
Tel: (402) 423-4716
E-mail: dt44829@navix.net
WANTED
Viaduct 2-bar magneto (wide bars) with the
satin finish and pinstripping paint. Would take
the mag alone, or in a box. Pay well for this
item.
RUSS COWELL, No. 3065
105 Woodmere Dr.
Williamsburg, VA 23185
Tel: (757) 258-5308
E-mail: russ54@widomaker.com
WANTED
WECo 500 95C blanks (faceplates) for non-dial
sets in black, green and ivory. NOS or in VG
condition. Will accept without number card retainer rings.
BRUCE McMILLAN, No. 3942
P.O. Box 24706
San Jose, CA 95154c4706
E-mail: phonenut@aol.com
WANTED
History of the Payphone: The Price Guide (by
Ron Knappen).
AL ILEKIS
204 Lawton Rd.
Riverside, IL 60546
Tel: (708) 442-8676
WANTED
Early French candlestick phones, complete or
for parts 0 WE Blake-type sets or parts 0
Century c.s. splitshaft base and trans. 0 AE
stepbase c.s. - brass shaft only 0 Early
unusual c.s. - complete or .for parts.
FOR TRADE
Different candlesticks - Stromberg Roman column, Sterling fluted shaft, Kellogg 01, Holtzer
Cabot; different long pole and o.s.t. receivers.

MIKE DAVIS
30 Ring Lane
Levittown,
.
NY 11756·2623
Tel r (516)
(ft
I
)
ro i or 7359765
r ooa er 5 pm pease
E·mail: mvtel@optonline.net
www.geocities.com/mikesvintagetelephone
WANTED
WE #1 dial 0 American Bell longpole 0
Green and Blue 302's 0 Old payphones and
parts 0 Gray payphones - will pay well for
a 50A payphone 0 Gray and Western Electric 5-cent coin collectors 0 Western Electric
touchtone 3·slot payphones 0 Lead chutes
from early Western Electric and Gray
payphones 0 Model no. plate that mounts on
the top of a Gray payphone.
FOR SALE OR TRADE
Western Electric dial stick, nice repaint with
one hip, no dial, transmitter or receiver,
$175 0 (3) Nice WE F-handsets, complete.
Just need to be cleaned up - $25 0 Western
Electric red rotary Trimline desk phone in nice
cond., $25 0 (3)Old long fuses froim protectors - (2) are porcelain and one is wood - they
all have copper ends - $15 for all 0 Two matched clear glass telephone dial advertising
ashtrays: One has a red dial and advertises
MAR-LYN DISTRIBUTORS INC. etc. of
New Dorp, Staten Island. The other has a black
dial and advertises ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.
INC. etc. of Lancaster, PA. Take both, one for
each end table for $20 0 Bell System early
Princess phone key chains, the whole set of all
5 colors - they are NOS, $10 plus $1 for postage
- no need to call, I still have plenty 0 Only
have (1) Trimline key chain, the dial is
10-button touchtone, $10 0 Bell System
marked large green flashlight or lantern that
holds (2)large telephone batteries - has (2)large
lenses and multi-position switch, $30 0 Old
box with 21 Bell on it, (contains ribbon) and
marked "inked ribbon", $5 0 Nice Bell
System 11" 2-sided flanged public telephone
sign with Bell logo - this is porcelain with Bell
logo, $100 0 (100) new 15-foot, fourconductor modular line cords with modular
plug at both ends - $35.
PAUL FASSBENDER, No. 3144
14 Texas Rd.
Westford, MA 01886
Tel: (978) 692-6335
E-mail: pau!f@ma.ultranet.com
WANTED
Battery compartment cover(s)for Teleconcepts
K.C. Beariphone speakerphone. Measures 3"
x 1.2". See photo at:
www.atcaonline.com/pictures/?id = 18457984
o Dial center retaining ring(s) for
SiemenslBPO dial 0 WE758A speaker, for
black 1A speakerphone (or any other color).
BOB ZECHMAN, No. 3185
3529 Teakwood Lane
Plano, TX 75075 .
Tel: (972) 596-8851
E-mail: bz3bear@swbell.net
WANTED
Does anyone have an adapter plug to make my
3-prong Italian phone work? 0 I am also in
need of (3) male levers taht screw into a control arm on my Dictograph wooden box 0
Thanks for your help.
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-----------1 ADVERTISEMENTS
RICK WEIBEZAHL, No. 2857
305 Belvidere Ave.
Washington, NJ 07882
Tel: (908) 689-3276 (evenings)
FOR SALE
Western Electric 555 PBX switchboard, oak
cabinet, in good condition. Has real cover with
schematics. All cords and rotary dial are still
there. Open to offers - must be picked-up here
in NW New Jersey or arrangements with an
outfit like Craters and Freighters for shipping.
Pictures available.
JOHN R. CRIST, No. 3009
1819 High Hill Rd.
Earlton, NY 12058
Tel: (518) 731-9375
WANTED
Northern Electric Nl717CG magneto wail
telephone
sets.
Needed
for intercom
applications.

J.W. ARBUTHNOT,
758-0426

11------------

No. 843: 2582 Labieux Rd., Nanaimo, BC V9T-3M9, CANADA, Tel: (250)

FOR SALE (Shipping Extra): WE Type 334-A subset - issue - l,patent dates 1896/1901/1903,
149-B condo instailed, 1938, 21-BW condo original, #20 indo coil, original, #6-A ringer original.
2150/2150 coils. Original schematic inside cover, as removed from original service. Cabinet black
- metal nees polishing up. Era - early 1900s. Dimensions 6"x8W'x3W' - $90 (pictured below) 0
WE Type 534-A subset, patent dates unknown - #46-B indo coil, #68-A ringer, 7001700 ohm coils,
#21-BW condenser. Ail original - cabinet black metal, as removed from early system - no dates
visible. Case in good cond., needs repainting. Era thought to be early 1900s. Dimensions 9"x6W'x4". Asking $95 (pictured below) or best offer 0 (2) Leich Electric Co. mod. 901-C desk
or wail units, complete with generator; original cloth handset cord, original handset, exc. cond.,
$50 ea OBO (pictured below) 0 Keilogg Type 5 intercom phones. Original black metal cabinets
- both new - one unit in factory box - handset hangs on right side, ca. 1950s, $100 for both (pictured below) OBO 0 Keilogg 100 series -1002 Daks-Red Bar, less dial, for PABX system. Original
handset and cotton covered cable to wall outlet wlKeliogg 5-prong connection, new condition,
never used, $60 (pictured below) 0 Buy three phones and I will include a box of spare parts
consisting of: (2) #89 receiver capsules - Red Bar sets; (2) #66521 trans. capsules - Red Bar sets;
about (10) misc. handset end caps with some capsules; (6) Keilogg #70277-2 wail mount receptacles; Kellogg line cord and plug - spare plug.

AL FARMER, No. 15
E-mail: af90004@ALLTEL.NET
FOR SALE (Shipping Included)
GREEN TEL & ELECT cast iron intercom
mounted on oak backboard, SOLID receiver,
instruction sign on backboard, only one I have
ever seen and is in mint condition, a reaily neat
piece - $300 0 VIADUCT oak compact wail
set w/trans. flush to door, OST receiver. Has
nametag reading "Paul Seiler, San Francisco"
- $600 0 VIADUCT oak compact wall set
w/extended coined edge transmitter wllarge
MP, forked hook, Viaduct unmarked OST
receiver, nametag - $650 0 These sets are ail
beautifully restored and ready to put into your
collection. I can send an email photo if interested. I also still have several great 3-box
sets for sale and several other nice collectible
items.
DERWOOD NOVAK, No. 115
Tel: (734) 439-2240
E-mail: Drn147@aol.com
FOR SALE (Plus Shipping)
Century
split-shaft,
fairly good nickel,
$650 0 Chicago 1915 candlestick, all nickel,
vg, (Dooner's book, pg. 109), $350 0 Kellogg
Grabaphone, 4-button, orig. It. brown olor,
$150 0 WE oak fiddleback with Gray
paystation, (pg. 63), $900 0 Charles Williams
Jr. telephone with longpole (pg. 33 lower left),
$3000.
Leich

Kellogg 100 Series - Red Bar

BRIAN G. MEYERS, No. 2050
539 Sunset Knoll Rd.
Pasadena, MD 21122-4236
Tel: (410) 315-8385
FOR SALE (All plus shipping)
Blue Bell Paperweights: New York, $100,
Southwestern (above ridge), $145; Missouri and
Kansas, $145; Save Time - Save Steps (ice blue,
peacock or cobalt), $50 ea.; Bell System Universal Service (ice blue, peacock or cobalt),
$65 ea.; Smail, hollow Bell System (lettering
on front only), $100 0 Porcelain Chesapeake
and Potomac Telephone Co. sign, measures 19"
long and 5W' high, $425 0 The Bell
Telephone Company of Pennsylvania porcelain
signs measures l1"x11", $150.
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ATTACHMENT

WORLD

By Gary D. Goff, #1425

~

In keeping with the current theme of timing devices, I thought readers might enjoy viewing a very rare
attachment belonging to Rob Baxter, # 50 I, Victoria, British
Columbia. While visiting there recently, I took some photos, which show just how unique a timer this is.
The timer was manufactured
by the Tollometer
Company of Hartford, CT, most likely in the late teens or
early twenties. Unlike the writing tablet attachments made
for candlesticks, this device relies on its own support structure to ensure a stable writing surface.
For this reason
alone, I would guess the device was for a commercial application rather than home use. The small writing tablet
above the timer face has space for notes, date, name, minutes, and seconds. The device probably served as a telephone call recordkeeping system for the user.
The timer records up to sixty minutes including seconds. There are two levers on the lower side of the timer
face; one starts the second hand and the other resets the
timer. Note that the timer/notepad shelf is very sturdy and
has its own support leg, which is adjustable for most any
candlestick size and height.
This is truly one of the nicest and most unique attachments I've seen. Next month I'll show you some interesting attachments
for displaying phone numbers on
candlestick telephones.

j

If
you
have an unusual telephone
timing device,
please send Gary
a clear photo.
MARCH 2002
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Southern California Regional Show Collage by John Dresser

~
The recent Southern California show was hosted by Gary Goff and
Larry Wolf. It seems as if Gary and Larry have hit the right location and the perfect duration for a regional show. There were members
from Arizona and Northern California in attendance. Available at
the show were a number of payphones of various styles, exposed terminal receivers, a Western Electric marked Blake 3 box, a Western
Electric type 21 2 box with the #5 arm, a Vote Berger ceiling phone
that went almost instantly which was complete and under $200! 2AB
dials were moving off of the table faster than they could be put out
at $45. Cradle sets were everywhere as were switching manuals and
equipment.
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Oram's Apparatus For Transmitting The Time
Reprinted from the Scientific American Supplement, No. 527, February 6, 1886
Electrical Transmission of Time. - In the Western Electric Co.'s
department, at the late Philadelphia Electrical Exhibition, Mr. Oram
exhibited a small apparatus that is placed in a central telephone office
for giving subscribers the exact time.
This apparatus sends interrupted-currents over the entire line every
minute. These are so weak that they do not interfere with conversation,
but are sufficiently strong to produce quick, short, very distinct sounds
that are separated by regular intervals. The subscriber, in order to know
what time it is, has only to unhook his telephone and put it to his ear.
Every minute he hears a feeble murmur that warns him to pay attention, and immediately afterward he hears successive interruptions that
give the hours and minutes. To make this clearer, suppose he has heard
two blows followed by a short interval, then three blows and an interval, and finally seven blows. These signals indicate to him that at the
moment of the next signal, that is to say, in one minute, it will be two
o'clock and 37 minutes.
The complete apparatus consists of a clock which gives a contact every
minute, and which runs the distributing apparatus shown in Fig. l. V
is a relay which forms a contact every minute when the current is sent
to it from the clock. The forming of this contact throws the drum into
gear with the electric driving axle, M, which, supplied by a special pile,
is always in motion.

FIG.l.-ORAM'S

APPARATUS·FOR

Upon the surface of the drum there are fixed, as upon the drum of
a music box, several series of pins, representing the hours, ten minutes,
and minutes. These pins, during the revolution of the drum, actuate the
lever which carries the hammer, Q, and this latter, during one revolution of the drum, strikes as many blows as there are active pins upon
the circumference. This hammer establishes a contact every time for a
special pile, and a current of short duration is sent over the line. By a
J very simple process, another series of pins acts every minute upon the
lever, so that one blow is added at every new minute. After nine blows
there it a totalization, and the tens of minutes are increases. The same
operation is produced automatically for the hours. There is no need of
describing all these details, as the figure explains them sufficiently well.
The electric motor is very simple. In front of the poles of a horseshoe
magnet there are two bobbins that carry a commutator on their axis.
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The motions of this motor would be too rapid to actuate the drum directly, and this is why there is interposed between the two a clockwork movement that produces a retardation.
In order to render the thing clearer, we give a diagram of the communications in Fig. 2 (illustration on next page) . H is the clock-work
that forms a contact at every minute and sends a current into the relay,
A. The armature is attracted and the drum is set free. At the same time,
a small metallic disk, C, mounted upon a spring at the end of the armature, touches the screw, B, for a moment and repeats the contact
several times as a consequence of the vibrations that are communicated
to it by the shock. Every time there is a contact between Band C, the
current from the pile, P, passes through Band C, the armature, L, and
afterwards through G and V, over all the lines of the subscribers that
end in one common ground. To this effect, the communication of the
tablet with the earth, t, is detached. Then all the subscribers who at this
moment have their telephone at the ear hear the murmur derived from
a series of rapid contacts between Band C. Practice has shown that the
separation from the earth presents no inconvenience for the central office, and that consequentlyh the earth can be taken upon the lines running to all the subscribers.
The motion of the armature, L, of the relay, A, sets in motion the drum
whose pins cause the hammer, T, to strike the contact, S, and the number

TRANSMITTING

THE TIME.

of blows given corresponds to the hours and minutes indicated by the
clock, H. At every blow of the hammer a contact is established between
T and S, and the current from the pile, P', passes through T, S, G,V,
upon all the lines. Each contact is of but short duration. A very decided
sound is heard in all the telephones that are unhooked from the commutators, and all the hammer strokes can easily be counted.
The National Time Regulating co, which is working this apparatus,
charges subscribers one dollar a year. In practice, one difficulty was met
with which has been surmounted in a very simple and ingenious manner. It was found that when signals were being transmitted to subscribers
who paid their annual dues, many others in the circuit heard the transmission gratis, and that too without their wire being connected with the
Oram apparatus. This was the well knonw effect of induction. To pre(Continued on Page 16)
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ORAM'S APPARATUS
(Continued

from Page 15)

vent non-subscribers from knowing the time by telephone, another hammer, R (Fig. 2), has been added that gives additional signals which produce a confusion. To this effect, all the lines, s, s ', s ", etc., of subscribers
who do not pay for the time are connected with each other after passing
through the communicator tablet, and are put in communication through

a pile, P", with a "confusing" hammer, R. The drum runs this hammer
at random, and at every blow a current is sent over the line that produces a noise which is made as like as possible to the regular sound that
is heard through induction from the true distribution.

o
"BO

t"

2,

~
FIG. 2.

BRIAN OAKES, No. 3946
3543A S. Parnell
Chicago, IL 60609
Tel: (312) 745-5191 (Voice Mail)
(312) 745-5198 (W)
E-mail: boax9675@yahoo.com
WANTED
Original Western Electric wooden phone booth
EXTERIOR phone book shelf. Were commonly situated under a Bell system pull chain light
fixture and were made of wood.
JON KOLGER, No. 561
6906 Meade Dr.
Colleyville, TX 76034
Tel: (817) 329-5262
WANTED
Old cherry wood to be used for replicating a
very early transmitter. if you have any old
cherry wood items, i.e. damaged battery boxes,
backboards, etc., I sure could use the wood.
Thanks 0 COLORED dial blanks for AE
Type 40's, 50's, etc. Does anybody have a
mahogany dial blank for sale/trade?
0
IVORY receiver cap for SC "fatboy"
handset 0 ORANGE/RED receiver cap for
SC "fatboy" handset. Will buy junker phones
to get decent handsets for these "fatboys"
0
NOS COLORED cloth receiver cords for WE
302'8, particularly coiled cloth cords 0 ROSE
or BLUE dial blanks for WE 302's, or will pay
well for complete ROSE or BLUE non-dial
302's 0 Matte gold-plated trim for AE
Monophones 0 As always, BEST prices paid
for early COWRED cradlephones from all
Manufacturers, but especially Automatic Electric Monophones, round or square base, desk
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or wall sets. Also buying North Electric (still
desperate for a BLUE deskset or any COLORED wall set), Leich, Kellogg Masterphone
and Redbar, Connecticut, Stromberg-Carlson
oval base, WE variants such as 410's and
305's, and WE 302's circa 1941 0 Always
buying unusual acoustic ("string") telephones,
particularly those with magneto signaling
and/or speaking-listening tubes. The stranger
the better 0 Also buying old catalogs, sales
literature, etc. Premium prices paid for acoustic
telephone literature or early COLORED
cradlephone material.
DICK CAPON, No. 324
E-mail: recb727@aol.com
WANTED
Receiver shell for WE 144-type receiver. I need
3 or 4; repro is fine.
RAUL SALAS, No. 1795
E-mail: allusajars@1stnetusa.com
WANTED
Two sets of hinges for WE wooden door, (probably 6), prefer NOS, but will consider repros.
Thanks.
MIKE DAVIS
E-mail: mvtel@optonline.net
www.geocities.com/mikesvintagetelephone
WANTED
Original instructions cards for Gray coin
collectors 0 Backboard for Gray 50-type and
also the components
that go on the
backboard 0 Lock for top housing of Gray
23D 0 Model no. plate that mounts on top
of Gray payphone.

JIM DECKER, No. 3559
405 Cumberland Dr.
Tracy, CA 95376-4937
Tel: (209) 836-2568 or 836-2238
E-mail: jd2568@earthlink.net
WANTED
WECo 532 set 0 Deskstand cords for WECo
or NECo 4- or 6-button key sets. Cords have
damaged ends but otherwise need to be complete. Black, 4 ea. for 4-button set; 3 ea. for
6-button set 0 BSP's for 1A Key Telephone
System,
Identification,
Installation,
Maintenance. I have the newer stuff from 1970
on. I will pay up to $1.00 per page to copy this
material 0 Looking for an Amphenol 25-pair
terminating tool 0 San-Bar 4200 MOH line
card for 1A2 system, need (2).
BOB LOESER, No. 2518
Tel: (248) 495-2161
E-mail: BBQGUMBY@aol.com
WANTED
I am looking for a few items to complete some
projects. Will pay $$$ or trade for what I am
looking for 0 Soft plastic WE 500 chocolate
brown housing. No cracks or chips - dated
before 1960 0 Ivory (not painted) AE handset for modeI40/50-style phone, with or without
bands is fine. Lighter color the better 0 Bottom cover for a WE A 1.

SEE YOU IN

ABILENE!
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